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                    The future of any business is defined by the systems they have todayInvent the Future

                

            

        

        
    

    




    
        
            What We OfferA step-by-step approach 
to grow your profits and your business

        


        
        
            
                
                    
                    Work
Smarter

                    Grow your profits and business using a step-by-step systematized approach provided by the FTI System Mapping™ process

                    Read More
                

            


            
                
                    
                    Systematic
Innovation

                    Innovation is what keeps you ahead of the competition. Learn how the FTI System Mapping™ process makes innovation an everyday part of your business

                    Read More
                

            


            
                
                    
                    Know
It's Working

                    Know that your business is operating how you want it to operate by systematizing feedback. This is an important part of the FTI System Mapping™ process

                    Read More
                

            


            
                
                    
                    Achieve
Objectives

                    A team that works together is powerful. The FTI System Mapping™ process will provide a roadmap that promotes leadership and team unity.

                    Read More
                

            

        


    


    
    
        
        
            
                

                    
                        Work Smarter

                        The FTI System Mapping™ process is easy to implement and will immediately impact your business. Whether you are overwhelmed and working long hours, or if you want to grow your profits through innovation, this process will help your business achieve its objectives.


                        It is easy to learn the FTI System Mapping™ process. The secret to success is taking a step-by-step approach to systematizing your biggest headaches. You literally create the future of your business by implementing this process.
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                        Many small business fail to thrive because they haven't systematized their operations. Some see it as an overwhelming task and don't know where to begin. Others just haven't been shown how. We will show you how to implement systems that grow your profits and your business.


                    

                

            

        

    


    
    
        
        
            
                

                    
                        Systematic Innovation


                        Innovation is what keeps you ahead of the competition. Learn how the FTI System Mapping™ process makes innovation an everyday part of your business.


                        When you systematize your business, the areas in which you can improve and beat the competition will become obvious. You will have a working document that will allow you to see bottlenecks and problems, and come up with solutions to solve these problems and stay ahead of the competition.


                        Your systems will also provide provide feedback so that you can determine what systems are working and which ones are not, and need to be changed or abandoned altogether. It will allow you to manage your operations with new level of confidence.
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                        The FTI System Mapping™ process will improve your organizations through superior processes and design.


                    

                

            

        

    


    
    
        
        
            
                

                    
                        Know It's Working

                        Without the right feedback and tracking you'll be in dark and won't know if mission critical systems are working and doing what you expected. Feedback and tracking is an important part of the FTI System Mapping™ process.


                        Feedback and tracking is important at all levels of your organization and should be implemented so that your team receives the reminders and feedback they need to make sure things don't fall through the cracks.


                        Feedback and tracking can be done through reports, auto-emails, pop-up windows, text messages, and even visual indicators like KanBan cards, which have been used successfully by Toyota for decades. Your system will determine which is best for that situation without overdoing it.
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                        Achieve Objectives


                        A team that works together is powerful. The FTI System Mapping™ process will provide a roadmap that promotes leadership and team unity. The key is to having a unified team is understanding what needs to be done and how it is to be done.


                        Your business systems will provide team leaders with a firm foundation of what needs to be done. They can then work with their teams to identify new and better ways of doing things.  They can quickly assess those parts of the system that aren't working and make changes. You will know when your objectives are achieved and exactly what you need to do to fix any broken system


                        You will achieve your objectives.
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                    What we doCreate the Future

                    The future of your business is defined by the systems you have today
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                        Achieve Your Goals

                        Your systems and processes will define and shape how, and if, you meet your goals.  People working on the right thing at the right time are critical to this process. Having real time feedback on critical benchmarks gives you the ability to fine tune your systems to achieve your goals.
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                        Creating the Future

                        Your plan is the roadmap that will determine what your future will look like. It is the mental commitment of time and resources to build your company, and requires that you know who is going to do what and when in order to make that happen. Your systems must reflect your plan.
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                        Execution is the Key

                        A plan without execution is just wishful thinking. A business must have the systems in place that allow each team member to execute their part of the plan effectively and efficiently. A system should report on progress and immediately highlight any problems.  It should also provide an opportunity for systematic innovation.
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                        Systems are Money

                        For most companies, the purpose of a website is to capture an email, which is a piece of data about a potential prospect. Yet, how many companies measure the cost of developing, deploying and maintaining their website vs. the number of emails captured?  Not many. Most companies fail to look at data as MONEY. But the importance of data being money is not just limited to websites. A building contractor invests vast amounts of money in labor and materials, and data about the progress of a project is critical to cash flow and the success of the business.
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                        Systematic Innovation

                        Technology is impacting every business. Robots are driving cars and trucks. Smartphones are measuring patient vital statistics for doctors. The world is changing at a face pace and if you don't have a process for Systematic Innovation in place, you are likely to be left behind. If you don't know the "7 Windows of Opportunity for Innovation" contact us and we will share it with your team.

                        
                    

                

            

            
        

    





    
        
            Our worksBusinesses We've Helped Systematize
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                            EducationStudent Management
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                            InsuranceLife Insurance/Billing
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                            GovernmentContracts/Vendor Mgmt.
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                            MarketingCRM/Prospecting
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                            Mortgage BankingLoan Origination
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                            BusinessWorkflow/Automation

                        

                    
                

            

        

    





    
        
            Our team Work with professionals


            
            
                        
                    
                        
                    
                        
                    
                        
                    
                        
                    
            
        

    





    
        
            
                
                    Awards & RecognitionInnovating Every Day

                    Systematic Innovation is part of our culture. We strive to be the best, which is reflected in the awards and recognition we have received for our work.
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                            Best of Show
                            Networld-Interop

                            Read more
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                            Registered Partner
                            Microsoft
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                            Drucker Institute
                            Innovation & Entrepreneurship
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                                    "My company has utilized Mike's (FTI's) services and his methods described in The Ultimate Business Playbook. In today's environment where efficiency and productivity separate the winners from the losers, The Ultimate Business Playbook can help even the most savvy businesses separate themselves from the pack." 

                                    Mark GeredesHedge Fund CEO

                                


                                
                                    
                                    "Your expertise helped us to expand our market research and data analysis capabilities. The biggest impact was that it allowed for starategic planning that allowed us to grow our company. Thank you."

                                    CEO & FounderThe Forbes Group

                                


                                
                                    
                                    “One person is now doing the work of six as a result of your workflow automation.”

                                    O.M.Administrator

                                


                            

                        

                        
                    

                

            

        

    





    
        Contact usWe are ready to help
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	Address
	P.O. Box 3249
	McKinney, Texas 75070



                	
	Phone number
	469.361.6643



                	
	Fax number
	866.316.0627
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